Myths of cultural heroism are transhistorical, transnational and transcultural. Repeatedly, although not exclusively, they centre upon figures who are either primal civilizers of humankind itself-for example, Prometheus-or founders of particular civilizations, such as Aeneas. Yet those familiar Graeco-Roman archetypes, Prometheus and Aeneas, remind us that portrayals of culture heroes have tended, from the very beginnings of Western literature, to dramatize personae who are at once heroic and flawed. The culture heroes of the West are often problematic. Sometimes, they are self-divided; they may even be disconcertingly paradoxical. In them, we are shown interplay between creativity and destructiveness-whether that creativity be used for the benefit of all humankind or for the good of a specific social group; whether that destructiveness be visited upon others, the culture heroes themselves, or both.
instability, a latent incoherence diversely recurrent across Western myths of cultural heroism throughout both older and recent literatures in English. Second, I want to propose as well that perceiving the idea of the culture hero from this historicist perspective enables us to appreciate ways in which, via current uses of social media, the idea of the culture hero-configuration of the culture hero-has been consciously or otherwise appropriated in the West and perhaps at times unwittingly if nevertheless subversively reconstituted.
..... I shall begin, then, by exploring the doubleness, which is likewise to say, the ambiguity intrinsic to so many Western incarnations of the civilizing hero and formulations of originary fictions. An apt starting place is with Geoffrey Chaucer, whom John Dryden would influentially identify as 'the father of English poetry' , and in particular with his House of Fame [3] . There, when exploring the duplicities of Fama (which is inherently double, being both rumour and renown), Chaucer has his persona scrutinize the bifurcated characterization of Aeneas in Aeneid 4 [4] . He bases his scrutiny of Aeneas primarily of course on the hero's portrayal by Virgil, but clearly signals too that he is aware of the lore that has subsequently accumulated around the Aeneid's protagonist [5] . The Chaucerian speaker alludes to the dutifulness (pietas) of Aeneas (143-8) [6] . He also tells how the prince of Troy carried his father (who clutched their domestic gods) to safety from the destruction of their city (166-73). Nevertheless, the speaker likewise proceeds to recount Aeneas' undutiful response to Dido's devotion: 'For he to hir a traytour was; / Wherfore she slow hirself, allas!' (267-8). And he later continues: 'But let us speke of Eneas, / How he betrayed hir [Dido] , allas, / And lefte hir ful unkyndely' (293-5).
He represents Aeneas, then, as both pius and impius-as the dutiful demigod yet, at the same time, someone connected to Sinon. Through the latter's 'false forswerynge' , Chaucer's speaker had earlier remarked, Troy fell and the 'Troyens loste al her joye' (151-6). The speaker subsequently notes that Virgil's text clears Aeneas of guilt, but seems himself less than convinced of the absolution's persuasiveness (427-32). Moreover, prior to that the speaker had offered a long survey of heroic treacheries to women: a striking Dido both acknowledges that she has become the victim of rumour and implies that Aeneas, should he survive, will as well [7] . Chaucer's speaker makes that happen.
What 'the father of English poetry' suggests through that interpretation of Aeneas is this. The most prominent, the greatest of the West's originary heroes embodies a selfcontradiction-a self-division-that implicitly subverts the most important foundation myth in Western culture (namely, the tale of renovatio, of translatio imperii et studii).
The imperative to interrogate that political narrative will thereafter likewise repeatedly confront occidental poets concerned with the idea of cultural heroism. resolution. Yet it is not only poets from the English past, and re-creating the story of Aeneas, who have struggled to achieve conceptual stability and coherence as they sought to fashion icons of cultural heroism.
Soon after the European settlement of Australia, the unfortunately named Barron Preoccupied with the ephemeral and the fantasy of an illimitable selfhood they act, one could say, without awareness of (or, again, without caring about) how the past illuminates their aspirations and our susceptibility to them.
